Unlike the rapid sea-ice losses reported in the Arctic, satellite observations show an overall 1 increase in Antarctic sea ice concentration over recent decades. However, observations of 2 decadal trends in Antarctic ice thickness, and hence ice volume, do not currently exist. In 
Introduction

21
Arctic sea ice extent has declined rapidly in recent decades (-52×10 The current generation of coupled climate models are unable to capture the increase in overall 46 Antarctic sea ice extent, instead hindcasting a decline in ice cover of a similar magnitude to 47 their modelled Arctic (Turner et al. 2012 ). This suggests that important deficiencies exist in 48 our understanding of ice and climate physics that will be relevant to the prediction of climate have provided a relatively long record of ice thickness in the Arctic, but are subject to 71 variable snow penetration in the Antarctic that currently precludes the reliable determination 72 of ice freeboard (Giles et al. 2008 ). The freeboard of Antarctic ice and snow can be 73 accurately measured using laser altimeters, and this can be converted to ice thickness using 74 independent estimates of snow thickness and snow and ice density (Markus et Antarctic-mean thickening of 2 cm/y, or 0.5 m over the period, which seems unfeasibly large. implies that the physical processes underlying any ice thickness changes cannot be examined.
130
Also, the need to run an ensemble of models limits the resolution possible in each case; 
Methods
8
We use revision c62r of the MITgcm (http://mitgcm.org) in a regional model of all ocean, sea 145 ice, and ice shelves south of 30°S. The ocean component solves the Boussinesq Navier-
146
Stokes equations on a generalised curvilinear grid using an Arakawa C-grid finite-volume 147 discretisation and z-levels in the vertical ). All components use the same 148 mesh, with a locally isotropic horizontal resolution of 0.25° in longitude, producing 149 approximately square cells ranging from ~10 km on each side at 70°S to ~18 km at 50°S.
150
The ocean component has 50 vertical levels ranging from 10-m resolution over the top 100 m The sea-ice component (Losch et al. 2010 ) is also formulated on a C grid. In this study we 
193
No ocean salinity restoring is used. 
Results
243
Before examining our results it is worth considering the extent to which we would expect real we can have some confidence that the dynamic coupling between ocean and ice is accurate. (Figures 1c and 1d ). Further offshore, the winter mixed layer shallows over the sea-ice 290 zone due to a reduction in surface stress and buoyancy forcing, and then deepens offshore of 291 the ice edge. Thus, the vertical structure of the water column seems to compare well to the 292 14 limited observations that exist, and we infer that the thermodynamic ice-ocean interaction is 293 reasonable as far as it can be tested. Antarctic ice trends may be subtle, the local changes can be of a considerable magnitude. Figure 10a ) do not exactly match trends in effective ice thickness 458 tendency (e.g. Figure 10b ). The former is the trend in mean autumn effective ice thickness, (Figures 10c and 10d) , and a decrease in divergence and growth in The results also suggest that it is unlikely that increased ice-sheet melting is implicated in the 
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Observed ice concentration is calculated using the Bootstrap algorithm (Comiso 2000) . 
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